
 
THE LATEST ON DVDSTHE LATEST ON DVDSTHE LATEST ON DVDS    
By Bob Elgines, Colorado River Computer Club Editor, Lake Havasu, AZ and brought to you by the Edito-
rial Committee of the Association of Personal Computer User Groups (APCUG), an international organi-
zation of which this group is a member.  

The DVD world is going crazy. The price range is from $59 to $130 well within most of our budgets. DVD 
blanks are down to 50 cents a piece, almost as cheap as CDs. The top four recorder manufacturers are 
Plextor, Toshiba, Pacific Digital, and Memorex.  

Speed is up to 16X, which is max on the outer part of the disk, but only 8X blanks are readily available.  

Dual layer (8.5 GB of data space) is labeled as the latest big deal, but is it really? These disks are hard to 
manufacture and are very expensive. The most important thing is, what will they play in? Well not much 
of anything. Most DVD players will not recognize the format and neither will your older recorders. So I 
don t look for this to do anyone much good even in the future.  

What is in the future (next year)? The digital world has still been undecided on DVD-R and DVD+R for-
mats, so most of your recorders will do both. Now we come to the future of introducing two new formats 
named HD-DVD and Blu-ray . These new formats have been developed to use the new blue-laser, 
where has, they have been using the red-laser in our present recorders. Red laser single level DVDs 
have 4.7 GB of capacity where the Blue-laser single layer DVDs will have a capacity of 15 (HD-DVD for-
mat) to 25 GB (Blu-ray format) at present.  

A HD (High Definition) two hour movie uses about 17.4 GB with out max compression. The compression 
schemes (MPEG-2, MPEG4, etc.) will be the same for both, so there will be no big difference in playback 
quality. Here we go again, new DVD players will be needed and this reminds us of the old video tape war 
on formats Beta and VHS . Remember VHS won out due to more recording time and lower costs. Will 
this be true of the two blue-laser formats? Only time will tell.  

These Blue-laser recorders and players will be coming out near the end of this year or the start of next 
year, but I think we are going to have to wait and see if they can decide on a format for the blue-laser. 

CATS 
"Do not meddle in the affairs of cats, for they are subtle and will pee  

on your computer." --Bruce Graham  

"Thousands of years ago, cats were worshipped as gods. Cats have never 
forgotten this." -- Anonymous  

"Cats are smarter than dogs. You can't get eight cats to pull a sled 
through snow." --Jeff Valdez  

      "Dogs come when they're called; cats take a message -and get back to you later." - 
Mary Bly  

"Dogs believe they are human. Cats believe they are God." 
                             

 "One cat just leads to another." -- Ernest Hemingway  
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